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A B S T R A C T
It appears to be relatively common to assume that negative apparent chargeability data in time-domain induced polarisation (IP) surveying is a sign of bad data quality. Negative IP data can however occur as a consequence of the distribution of chargeable zones in the ground, which is well documented in literature. A general mechanism behind negative IP data is proposed as follows; if the chargeable zones are mainly located in zones of negative sensitivity, and there is low or no chargeability in the positive sensitivity volumes in the investigated volume, it will result in negative apparent chargeability. Numerical modelling confirms that the phenomenon will typically occur for longer electrode separation if the chargeability is concentrated in a thin layer at the surface only, but that other distributions of the chargeable bodies can also cause negative IP data. Different electrode arrays differ in tendency to produce negative IP data, where dipole–dipole and pole–dipole arrays are more prone to generate negative data than nested arrays in the modelled examples. In addition to the relative location of the chargeable zone the resistivity is important for its impact on the apparent chargeability. Field data recorded in connection with the 3rd International IP Workshop on Ile d’Oléron in April 2014 confirm that negative apparent chargeability can be caused by a thin chargeable layer at the surface. The abundant negative IP data can be explained by an inverted model with low residuals, in which the chargeability is concentrated in a thin layer with modest chargeability close to the surface. Removing the data with negative apparent chargeability before inversion results in apparently poor resolution of the bottom layer and artefacts that are not present in the inversion results from the original data set. The results clearly demonstrate that negative apparent chargeability data can be a result of the distribution of chargeable zones in relation to the sensitivity distribution, and that such data should not be edited away on a routine basis since they contain important information.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Earth resistivity tomography (ERT) has become widely used for engineering and environmental applications in the last couple of decades thanks to the relatively fast and simple field procedure in combination with availability of easy to use inversion software (Auken et al., 2006; Dahlin, 2001; Loke et al., 2014). Many modern ERT instruments can measure time-domain induced polarisation (TDIP), and it has been shown that IP can significantly enhance the information for environmental and engineering applications (e.g. Dahlin et al., 2010; Gazoty et al., 2012; Leroux et al., 2007). However, measurement of resistivity is very robust from a data quality point of view, whereas IP data acquisition is much more sensitive to noise contamination of the data due to smaller signal levels in combination with shorter delays and integration times (Dahlin and Leroux, 2012). This is particularly critical if the IP data is intended for extraction of spectral information, which is a way ahead for enhancing the information content that can be extracted from TDIP data (Fiandaca et al., 2012, 2013; Hönig and Tezkan, 2007).

In order to develop robust routines for data quality assessment of TDIP data it is essential to have a physically based understanding of possible IP responses. In DC resistivity surveying negative data are generally a sign of measurement technical problem unless the electrode layout geometry is such that the geometrical factor is negative, although there can be exceptions to this due to 3D geological structures (Jung et al., 2009). It appears to be a common belief that the same applies to induced polarisation (IP) measured in time domain, at least within the near surface geophysics community, and that negative IP data are a sign of data quality problems. It is thus not uncommon to edit away all negative IP data as part of a data processing routine, but this can lead to loss of important information as explained below.

It is well documented that negative IP data can occur as a result of a shallow chargeable zone or layer (Bertin, 1976; Loeb, 1976; Sumner, 1976), and it was understood that it could be caused by a simple
geometric effect (Loeb, 1976). The mineral prospection IP community is probably aware of this, and Ranieri et al. (1996) have presented such results from a hydrogeological survey. Dieter et al. (1969) presented numerical modelling results for 1D soundings over spheres and ellipsoids that demonstrated that negative apparent chargeability can occur around such laterally limited bodies. Nabighian and Elliot (1976) studied 1D soundings over horizontally layered structures, and presented an analytical solution for the three layer case. They concluded that negative IP effects can be obtained whenever polarizable layers are overlying resistivity sequences of type K ($\rho_1 < \rho_2 > \rho_3$) and type Q ($\rho_1 > \rho_2 > \rho_3$).

We present a generally applicable way of explaining negative apparent chargeability caused by the geometric distribution of chargeable zones based on the sensitivity function, with the aim to provide an easier way to understand why and under which circumstances it can occur in complex geometries with 2D as well as 3D variation in the ground properties. Numerical modelling examples and a field example are used for demonstration. The forward and inverse modelling is limited to the integral chargeability, whereas modelling of full decay curves is left to future studies.

2. Sensitivity distribution and negative IP data

2.1. Resistivity sensitivity distribution

The sensitivity distribution determines how different parts of the ground contribute to the measured apparent resistivity of a particular four electrode array. The sensitivity distribution of vertical cross sections through the three layer sensitivity distribution for some common electrode arrays is shown in Fig. 1. The relative contribution of different parts of the ground is weighted with the magnitude of the sensitivity function, so that higher values of the sensitivity function gives a higher influence on the measured value. The sensitivity is given by the Fréchet derivative which can be calculated analytically for homogeneous ground (McGillivray and Oldenburg, 1990). The sensitivity distributions are different for inhomogeneous ground and have to be estimated by numerical modelling.

It can be noticed that the sensitivities are much higher at the surface close to the electrodes than at larger depths (Fig. 1). This means that near surface variation will have a major impact on the measured values, and that this must be accounted for carefully in the interpretation of the data in order to recover the more subtle contributions from deeper strata. Furthermore it can be noted that there are major zones of negative sensitivity, for example in between the C and P electrodes for the nested arrays (Fig. 1a–d) and between the C and P dipoles for the dipole–dipole array (Fig. 1e–f). The negative sensitivity leads to effects that can be counter intuitive, e.g. in otherwise homogeneous ground insertion of a high resistive block in a zone with negative sensitivity would lead to a smaller measured apparent resistivity.

2.2. Sensitivity distribution and IP effect

The sensitivity distribution will have consequences for the possible occurrence of negative apparent chargeability. To illustrate the mathematical relationship between the apparent IP values and the model resistivity sensitivity, we use the theoretical formulation by Seigel (1959). The apparent IP value ($M_a$) is given by a summation of the intrinsic IP ($m_j$) of all the regions of the subsurface.

$$M_a = \sum_{j=1}^{n} B_j m_j$$

where the model has $n$ discrete regions. The coefficient $B_j$ is given by

$$B_j = \frac{\rho_j \frac{\partial \rho_a}{\partial \rho_j}}{\rho_a \frac{\partial \rho_j}{\partial \rho_a}}$$

where $\rho_a$ is the apparent resistivity and $\rho_j$ is the model resistivity. In a region of the subsurface where the partial derivative term is negative, the contribution of that region to the apparent IP value is also negative. We note that the partial derivative $\frac{\partial \rho_a}{\partial \rho_j}$ is basically the integral of the Fréchet derivative (sensitivity) over the volume of the jth region of the subsurface. The Fréchet derivative is independent of the resistivity for a homogenous medium. However, it is dependent on the resistivity distribution for a non-homogenous medium. Nabighian and Elliot (1976) derived the equations for the $B_j$ terms for a 1-D layered earth model. For general 2-D and 3-D models, the partial derivative values can be calculated numerically using the adjoint-equation method (McGillivray and Oldenburg, 1990).

Consider a chargeability distribution with a thin chargeable top layer overlaying a layer with no detectable chargeability, as illustrated by the
indicated zone A in Fig. 2a. The sensitivity distribution for longer electrode separations in this case have major zones of negative sensitivity near the surface where the chargeable zone is located, and positive sensitivity zones in the deeper parts. This means that when transmitted current is turned off all contribution to the measured signal for the deeper parts where positive sensitivity dominates disappears immediately, whereas the chargeable near surface zone produces a negative potential that decays according to its IP properties.

In case of dipole–dipole array a chargeable zone between the current electrodes where the sensitivity is positive, in an otherwise non-chargeable environment, will give positive apparent chargeability as illustrated by zone A in Fig. 2b. The same applies to a chargeable zone in between the potential electrodes or at depth as indicated by zone B. If on the other hand the only chargeable zone is located in between the current and potential dipoles, zone C in Fig. 2b, it will produce a negative residual potential after current has been turned off and the signal contributions from positive contribution volumes are gone.

2.3. Other possible causes of negative IP effect

Other possible sources of negative IP data include inductive and capacitive coupling. Inductive coupling would only occur for very early decay times and should thus be possible to separate from the slower IP decays, although precise limits for this do not exist but would require complicated numerical modelling for each individual case. Capacitive coupling can be a severe problem, especially in cases with high contact resistances between electrodes and ground. Large and unrealistic negative as well as positive IP responses can be caused by capacitive coupling, and it can be expected that less extreme decay curves that can be mistaken for actual IP decays can arise as well. Capacitive coupling problems can be reduced by measuring with separated electrode cable spreads for current transmission and potential measurement (Dahlin and Leroux, 2012).

Intrinsic negative chargeability has been reported for soft clays by Brandes and Acworth (2003). That is beyond the scope of this paper, but it further underlines that negative apparent chargeability data should not be dismissed by default.

3. Synthetic examples

3.1. Synthetic modelling

Synthetic modelling of IP responses was calculated using Res2dmod ver 3.01.93 (Loke, 2014). The software calculates the forward response in terms of apparent resistivity and apparent chargeability expressed as mV/V.
Fig. 4. Model responses for synthetic 3 layer model in Fig. 3. Apparent resistivity (left) and apparent chargeability (right) for from top to bottom: Wenner–Schlumberger, multiple gradient, dipole–dipole, forward pole–dipole and reverse pole–dipole array.
3.2. Chargeable top layer model

The model consists of three horizontal layers (Fig. 3); with a change in resistivity for the intermediate layer at the midpoint of the model. The resistivity from top to bottom is 100 \( \Omega \) m, 300 \( \Omega \) m and 1 \( \Omega \) m in the left half, and 70 \( \Omega \) m for the intermediate layer in the right half, with layer boundaries at 0.8 m and 3 m depth. The chargeability is essentially confined to the thin top layer with a chargeability of 100 mV/V, whereas the underlying layers are close to zero chargeability at 1 mV/V.

The forward calculations were made for 81 electrodes with a separation of 1 m.

The model responses for layer model are plotted as pseudosections in Fig. 4, showing apparent resistivity and apparent chargeability for different electrode arrays (Wenner–Schlumberger, multiple gradient array, dipole–dipole, forward pole–dipole and reverse pole–dipole). All the resistivity pseudosections show a gradual decrease in apparent resistivity with increasing pseudodepth as could be expected, and the effect of the thin top layer is vaguely visible. There are distinct differences between the left and right half of the pseudosections as a result of the difference in resistivity of the second layer. The IP pseudosections exhibit positive apparent chargeability in the top couple of metres pseudodepth, under which negative values dominate. Maximum absolute magnitudes are visible at several metres pseudodepth, and it is notable that the absolute values of the negative apparent chargeabilities are larger than the chargeability of the forward model. The strongest negative values are found in the dipole–dipole array result which reach almost 200% absolute amplitude relative to the forward model. There are major differences in the magnitudes of the negative chargeabilities between the left and right half of the pseudosections, even though there is no lateral change in the chargeability of the layer in the synthetic model. This illustrates clearly that the apparent chargeability is not only dependent on the distribution of chargeability in the subsurface but that the resistivity distribution is also important.

3.3. Chargeable fault and block model

The second model consists of a block with 40 \( \Omega \) m resistivity and 100 mV/V chargeability in the left half of the model (Fig. 5), overlain by a thin layer of 10 \( \Omega \) m and 0 mV/V. The right half of the model has the same properties as the top layer, except for a low resistive (1 \( \Omega \) m) and highly chargeable (200 mV/V) shallow block. The forward calculation was made for 35 electrodes with a separation of 1 m.

The model responses for the fault and block model are plotted as pseudosections in Fig. 6, showing apparent resistivity and apparent chargeability for different electrode arrays. The nested array (Wenner–Schlumberger and multiple gradient array) pseudosections have an appearance that rather well reflects the actual structure (Fig. 6 top, left), except that the low resistive anomaly bleeds down to large pseudodepths. The dipole–dipole and pole–dipole array exhibit large “panty leg” effects around the low resistive body (Fig. 6 mid and bottom, left). The IP pseudosections have a similar appearance with strong “panty leg” effects for the dipole–dipole and pole–dipole arrays (Fig. 6 mid and bottom, right), and these arrays also show many negative apparent chargeability data which is most prominent for dipole–dipole. The symmetrical nested Wenner–Schlumberger array does not have any negative IP data (Fig. 6 top, right), whereas the multiple gradient array section includes a few negative (Fig. 6 second from top, right) data points. This can be attributed to the different distribution of negative sensitivity zones for the latter, and how the chargeable zones are positioned in relation to these (Fig. 6).

4. Field example: data set recorded during field demo at IP workshop on Ile d’Oléron

4.1. Data acquisition

A demonstration of data acquisition with separated parallel cable spreads for current transmission and potential measurement [Dahlin...
Fig. 6. Model responses for synthetic fault and block model in Fig. 5. Apparent resistivity (left) and apparent chargeability (right) for from top to bottom: Wenner–Schlumberger, multiple gradient, dipole–dipole, forward pole–dipole and reverse pole–dipole array.

Fig. 7. Sketch of cable equipment setup used at field demo at 3rd IP workshop at Ile d’Oléron.
and Leroux, 2012) was made at the 3rd International Workshop on Induced Polarization held on Ile d’Oléron 7–9 April 2014. The site is geologically characterised by sedimentary deposits including marine clay, locally known as “bri”, and river alluvium (Gouet, 2007).

The equipment used was an ABEM Terrameter LS with 8 measuring channels, two electrode cables with 32 take-outs each, 64 stainless steel electrodes and cable-to-electrode connectors. The instrument was powered by a 12 V DC battery. The electrodes were placed along a line with an electrode separation of 1 m. One electrode cable with take-out spacing 2 m was placed on each side of the electrode line and shifted 1 m relative to each other, so that every 2nd electrode was connected to respective cable (Fig. 7). The electrode cables were separated by a distance equivalent to twice the length of an electrode-to-cable jumper, i.e. around 1 m.

Fig. 8 shows the measurements in progress. The measurements were carried out while measurements with two other IP data acquisition were in progress nearby simultaneously, with associated current transmission. The current transmissions for these systems were done by an Iris Syscal Pro and a Radic Research HVPA600 respectively.

Multiple gradient array (Dahlin and Zhou, 2006) was used for the measurements, with a protocol comprising 1015 data points in total. Measuring was done with 1 s current-on and current-off time, and IP was measured in 8 time windows (20, 40, 60, 80, 120, 160, 200 and 280 ms long) starting 10 ms after current turn-off. Data stacking was limited to 2 repetitions per data point. The actual measurement of a complete data set took 37 min, excluding time to set up the system plus testing and improving electrode ground contact.

The electrode contact resistances were moderate with a mean value of 1.2 kΩ (Fig. 9). Transmitted current was in the range 85 to 500 mA, with a mean of 300 mA. There is a small variation in ground elevation along the line, which was not recorded due to lack of suitable equipment. The variation in contact resistance essentially reflects the variation in elevation, in that the ground was low lying and moist where the resistances are low and there is more relatively dry material above the wet horizon where the resistances are higher.

5. Field data results

The IP decay curves mostly have a simple decay shape, either positive or negative (see example in Fig. 10). In some cases the measured chargeabilities for the first time window (10–30 ms after current turn-off) are very high, maybe dependent on inductive coupling effects caused by the very high conductivity that are found at a few metres depth (see below). As a precaution the first time window was excluded when exporting data for inversion.

The resistivity pseudosection exhibits apparent resistivities ranging from less than 3 Ωm to above 100 Ωm (Fig. 11a), where the corresponding measured differential voltages range from less than 1 mV to around 7 V. The apparent chargeabilities are below 7 mV/V with negative values reaching tens of mV/V for the longest electrode separations (Fig. 11b). Since the chargeability is low many of the measured differential chargeability voltages are very small, ranging from below 1 μV to over hundred mV. There are 255 negative apparent chargeability data among the total 1015.

Fig. 8. Measurement demonstration in progress.

Fig. 9. Electrode contact resistances for field test at Ile d’Oléron.
Due to noisy appearance of the IP data 14 out of the 1015 data points were removed before inversion. Considering that the measurements were made while other demonstrations with current transmission were in progress nearby for two other IP data acquisition systems this can be considered acceptable.

5.1. Inverted model sections

Inversion was carried out with RES2DINVx32 (ver. 3.71.96) using robust (L1 norm) inversion. So called model grid refinement was selected which means that there are two model cells between each electrode in the model instead of just one, which is generally necessary in order to achieve good model fit, and extended model was used. Furthermore vertical-to-horizontal flatness filter ration equal to 0.5 was used to optimise the model with regard to the expected predominantly horizontal character of the local geological environment. All other parameters were left at default settings. The inversion resulted in low mean residuals, 0.7% for the resistivity model and 1.4% for the chargeability model.

The resistivity model section (Fig. 12) shows two to three layers, where the upper 3–4 m thick layer can be interpreted as sandy sediments. The bottom layer is interpreted as the saline mud sediments of type “bri”. The intermediate layer, or transition zone, increases in thickness in the rightmost part of the section where the model should be regarded with some caution because of poor data cover. This layer may be caused by sandy sediments with different water saturation compared to that above, or more fine grained sediments.

The inverted chargeability section (Fig. 12) shows a 1–2 m thick top layer with chargeability in the range of 4–8 mV/V, under which there is...
no detectable chargeability. The top layer can be interpreted as sandy sediments with organic content, below which there are sandy sediments followed by fine grained sediments. The lack of recorded IP response from the bottom layer shown by the resistivity section may be due to high salinity (Boadu and Seabrook, 2006; Weller et al., 2011).

A test was also made by removing all data points with negative apparent chargeability, and after editing away a few additional data with noisy appearance the number of data points were 757. Data were inverted using the same settings as the full data set which resulted in inverted sections with low residuals, 0.6% for both the resistivity and chargeability model (Fig. 13). Both model sections are, however, significantly different from the ones based on the original data set. The resistivity for the bottom layer is generally not as low, except for a low resistivity anomalous zone. The chargeability is very different with a high chargeability artefact at the bottom of the section, whereas the chargeability of the lower layer is otherwise low but not as low as the one for the original data set.

Fig. 12. Inverted resistivity and chargeability section based on data from field demo at 3rd IP workshop at Ile d’Oléron.

Fig. 13. Inverted resistivity and chargeability section based on data from field demo at 3rd IP workshop at Ile d’Oléron, where data points with negative apparent chargeability have been removed.
6. Discussion

The synthetic models clearly show that negative apparent chargeability can arise from the distribution of the chargeable zones. It typically happens when the chargeable material is restricted to a shallow layer, and the material below has little or no chargeability. The chargeable material will then to a large extent be concentrated in zones with negative sensitivity for longer electrode separations. This means that when transmitted current is turned off all contribution to the measured signal disappears immediately for the deeper parts where positive sensitivity dominates, whereas the chargeable near surface zones produce a potential that decays according to their IP properties. If the total signal contribution from areas with negative chargeability dominates it will result in negative apparent chargeability with IP decay curves that decay from negative areas with negative chargeability dominates it will result in negative.

According to their IP properties. If the total signal contribution from areas with negative chargeability dominates it will result in negative apparent chargeability with IP decay curves that decay from negative towards zero. The sensitivity distribution for IP is a scaled version of that of resistivity (Oldenburg and Li, 1994), which means that the general pattern of positive and negative sensitivity zones is similar. The synthetic examples show that the tendency to measure negative IP data differs between electrode arrays, where dipole–dipole produced most negative data and nested arrays least in the modelled examples. Pole-dipole array fell in between in this respect. Dipole-dipole array also gave the largest magnitude negative apparent chargeability, and it is notable that some of the modelled apparent chargeabilities have larger (negative) magnitude than the chargeability of the forward model.

IP decay IP curves recorded in the field can exhibit complex patterns that are not only a simple positive or negative decay, but appear to be a composite of decays. In is easy to imagine that complex distributions of chargeable material with different time constants distributed in zones of positive and negative sensitivity may create IP decay curves with composite shapes. In order to understand possible shapes of IP decay curves, in order to develop correct criteria for data editing routines, it is important to undertake numerical modelling of a suite of different resistivity and chargeability models. This is however beyond the scope of this paper.

The negative chargeabilities measured for the longer electrode spacings in the field example are in good accordance with the synthetic model results; they are a result of the chargeability distribution with a thin chargeable top layer overlaying a layer with no detectable chargeability. The sensitivity distribution for longer electrode separations has major zones of negative sensitivity near the surface and positive sensitivity in the deeper zones (Fig. 12). The negative chargeabilities are enhanced by the resistivity distribution, with relatively high resistivity in the upper parts and very low resistivity at the bottom.

The inverted field example sections based on data set with negative apparent chargeability removed have poor definition of the lower parts and exhibit artefacts (Fig. 13). The reason for this is obviously that the majority of the data points for the largest electrode separations were removed, because those were the ones with negative apparent chargeability. This example clearly shows that removing the negative apparent chargeability data can seriously bias the inverted result.

The early times chargeabilities observed in the field data have much larger absolute magnitude than the chargeability of the top layer in the inverted model, which applies to positive as well as negative decays. Data for early time windows are of course always higher than for later time windows, meaning that data integrated over full decays are lower from than early time windows. The synthetic layer model example showed that integrated apparent chargeability can be larger than the chargeability of the forward model, and early times could be expected to have much higher magnitudes. This might offer an explanation for the very high magnitude early time IP data that is based on the sensitivity distribution rather than inductive effects, which would require more sophisticated IP modelling tools to investigate.

7. Conclusions

Negative data occur when the chargeable zones are predominantly located in zones of negative sensitivity. Apart from the relative position of the chargeable zones the resistivity distribution is important for the occurrence and magnitude of negative apparent chargeability, and situations where chargeable zones overly low resistive strata will generally produce negative IP data. These negative IP data contain essential information and exclusion of these means removing an important part of the information for the inversion. In addition intrinsic negative chargeability has been reported for soft clays, which further underlines that negative IP data should not be dismissed by default.
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